Teenage males engage in genital sexual activity beyond vaginal sexual intercourse

The prevalence of vaginal intercourse is closely monitored at the national level because of its attendant risks for STD transmission and unwanted pregnancy. However, little attention has been given to nonvaginal sexual activity although oral and anal intercourse expose youth to STDs.

To address this gap in information, data on various sexual practices from the 1995 National Survey of Adolescent Males (NSAM) was examined. Further, the changes in these behaviors from 1988 to 1995 were also analyzed.

**Methodology**
The NSAM conducted in-person interviews with nationally representative samples of males aged 15-19 living in households in the coterminous United States. The survey was conducted in both 1988 and 1995. Both rounds oversampled black and Hispanic youth.

Questions about whether the respondent had ever engaged in various genital sexual activities were asked in a self-administered questionnaire that the respondent completed at the end of the interview. Respondents were asked to indicate yes or no regarding if they had ever engaged in the activities with a female.

**Outcomes of the Study**
Major findings include:
- In 1995, 55% of males aged 15-19 reported that they had ever engaged in vaginal intercourse, 53% that they had ever been masturbated by a female, 49% that they had ever received oral sex, 39% that they had ever given oral sex and 11% that they had ever engaged in anal sex.
- More than three-quarters of males who had had vaginal intercourse reported experiencing masturbation or oral sex by a female. One in five males who had never had vaginal intercourse reported having been masturbated by a female, and one in seven said they had received oral sex.
- Between 1988 and 1995, the proportion of males who reported having ever been masturbated by a female increased from 40% to 53%. The overall proportions of oral sex was similar both years, although levels more than doubled for black teenagers bringing them in line with levels of oral sex reported by white and Hispanic adolescent males in 1995.

**Implications for Prevention**
Evidence from the NSAM showing that a substantial share of male adolescents engage in genital sexual activity beyond vaginal sexual intercourse indicates the need to monitor a broad spectrum of sexual behaviors among adolescents. Oral and anal sex are risky behaviors for STD transmission, although masturbation is a safe behavior. However, masturbation may signal entry into situations that could be gateways to riskier behavior. Substituting masturbation for other genitals sexual activities could reduce STD risk.

Measuring risk for STD infections among teenagers requires attention to all forms of genital sexual activity.

Rural male teens report more sexual risk than urban teens

Epidemiological reports indicate that HIV/STDs are common in rural as well as in urban areas. However, studies have not compared HIV/STD sexual risk behaviors of rural non-rural adolescents.

The sample was 16,144 U.S. teens attending high school and participating in the 1997 Youth Risk Behavior Survey.

Statistical differences were not found between rural adolescent females and non-rural adolescent females; however, rural adolescent males were more likely than non-rural adolescent males to report ever having sexual intercourse and not using a condom at last sexual intercourse. Rural males were also more likely than non-rural males to report using alcohol/drugs at last sexual intercourse.

HIV/STD prevention programs need to target rural and non-rural adolescents, particularly rural males.


AIDS rates increasing in non-metropolitan statistical areas

Although most people with AIDS reside in urban areas, there have been warnings about the spread of AIDS into rural areas. This study examined where people with AIDS in the United States live and the degree to which AIDS is present in rural areas.

AIDS cases reported to CDC in 1996 were categorized by metropolitan statistical area (MSA) size. Relative to the U.S. population, AIDS cases were disproportionately black (43 percent vs. 20 percent), male (80 percent vs. 48 percent), and from the Northeast (32 percent vs. 20 percent). In all regions, a greater proportion of AIDS cases reside in large MSAs.

Although rates will likely remain highest in cities, there has been a trend of increasing AIDS rates in non-MSAs relative to the rates in large MSAs. But, the data do not indicate that the epidemic is increasing rapidly in rural areas. Rural medical/social services of rural areas are burdened with AIDS cases.


Nearly one-fifth agreed with stigmatizing statement

A study of 7493 U.S. adults found that 18.7 percent agree with the stigmatizing statement “People who got AIDS through sex or drug use have gotten what they deserve.” The response was found more often among men, whites, people aged 44 years and older, persons without a high school diploma, and those earning less than $40,000 a year.


Neighborhood type affects AIDS rates

For 1988-1994, residents of the poorest and most densely populated Massachusetts neighborhoods had a markedly higher AIDS incidence than those in the least-poor and least-dense communities. Patterns of incidence for women and men in each racial/ethnic group mirrored the overall pattern.
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